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Usingab initio density functional calculations, we show that pentagonal and hexagonal nanotubes of Ge can
be stabilized in the antiprism structure by doping with Mn atoms. In both cases the infinite nanotubes are
metallic and ferromagnetic. Hexagonal nanotubes have the highest average magnetic moments of 3.06mB per
Mn atom found so far in metal doped nanotubes of semiconductors, while the pentagonal nanotubes show a
transition from a ferromagnetic to a ferrimagnetic state upon compression with an abrupt change in the
magnetic moments, leading to the possibility of these nanotubes to act as a nano-piezomagnet.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.233406 PACS number(s): 73.22.2f, 31.15.Ar, 61.46.1w, 75.75.1a
Currently intense research is being carried out on nano-
forms of semiconductors such as ultrafine nanoparticles,
nanowires, and nanotubes1–5 to find suitable components for
future miniature electronic devices. The ultimate goal is the
reduction of device size to atomic scale to meet the ever-
increasing demand for higher device density. This has led to
a focus on the bottomup approach whose success will depend
upon the large-scale production of nanoscale materials, their
assemblies, and functionalization to develop components
into useful circuits. Nanowires and nanotubes could be im-
portant constituents of such devices as interconnects, or the
devices could be integrated on nanowires and nanotubes. In-
corporation of guest atoms in such quasi one-dimensional
systems during the growth process could make it possible to
produce nanowires and nanotubes with novel structures and
wide ranging electrical and magnetic properties.
A recent new finding is the metal(M) encapsulated clus-
ters of silicon and germanium,2,6 which has opened up new
avenues of fabricating their nanotubes3–5 by assembly of
such clusters. The higher stability and symmetry as well as
size selectivity of M encapsulated clusters in contrast to
those of pure Si or Ge offer the strong possibility of their
large-scale production. It has been shown4 that the properties
of nanotubes formed by assembly of M encapsulated silicon
clusters can be changed by a suitable choice of M atom.
Fe-doped ferromagnetic(F) Si nanotubes and Mn-doped Si
nanotubes with nearly degenerate F and antiferromagnetic
(AF) states have been obtained with high local magnetic
moments4 that make them attractive for nanomagnets and
spintronics devices. Ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic
semiconductors is currently attracting much attention due to
possible applications in spintronics devices. In bulk Ge, Mn
doping7–9 gives rise to weak F behavior. However, in low
dimensional systems the magnetic behavior could be very
rich as it will in general depend upon the nanostructures that
are often different from the bulk as well as the dopings that
could be different at the nanoscale. Here we report for the
first time strong F behavior in infinite hexagonal Ge nano-
tubes doped with Mn atoms and nano-piezomagnetic behav-
ior of pentagonal nanotubes that are different from Si nano-
tubes though in bulk both have the same diamond structure.
We consider clusters as the building blocks of nanotubes
and study their stability by using anab initio ultrasoft
pseudopotential plane wave method10 and conjugate gradient
technique for ionic relaxation within the generalized gradient
approximation(GGA) for the exchange-correlation energy.11
The cutoff energy for the plane wave expansion is taken to
be 396 eV. TheG-point is used for the Brillouin zone inte-
grations in the case of the finite clusters and nanotubes.
However, for the infinite nanotubes, 15 K-point sampling
along the nanotube axis is used for optimizations and
260 K-point sampling, to obtain the band structures. Forces
are converged to 0.001 eV/Å. Different initial guesses are
used for the local magnetic moments, including F and AF
orderings, which are then fully relaxed to obtain the final
atomic structures and spin alignments.
First we examine the stability of the Ge12Mn cluster by
optimizing icosahedral, decahedral, hexagonal prism, and
hexagonal antiprism structures(Fig. 1). Unlike Si12Mn that
FIG. 1. Optimized structures of Ge12Mn cluster:(a) Icosahedral,
(b) hexagonal antiprism,(c) optimized structure from a decahe-
draon,(d) distorted cagelike structure, which is similar to(c), and
(e) distorted hexagonal prism.(a) and (b) are nearly degenerate.
Electronic states of(a) and the corresponding icosahedral Ge12 cage
are shown with labels according to the spherical potential model.
1s, 1p, 1d, 1f (3 states), 2s, 1f (4 states), 2p (3 states), and 1g (5
states) are occupied for Ge12 cage with 2 holes in the down-spin 1g
tate. The 3d state corresponds to the Mn atom. Broken lines show
the unoccupied states.
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has the hexagonal prism structure,6 Ge12Mn favors a perfect
icosahedral structure, which has high coordination. This
leads to significantly longer Ge–Ge bond lengths of 2.82 Å
as compared to the calculated and experimental bulk values
of 2.48 and 2.47 Å, respectively, and Ge–Mn bond lengths of
2.68 Å. Its high magnetic moment of 5mB is in striking con-
trast to other M encapsulated Si and Ge2,6 clusters in which
the magnetic moment of the M atom is generally quenched.
The electronic spectra of Ge12Mn and Ge12 cage (Fig. 1)
show that most of the states of the empty center Ge12 cage
remain nearly unchanged upon Mn doping. Considering a
spherical potential model for the Ge12 cage, the 4s state of
Mn atom interacts with the 2s state of the spherical potential
and pushes it down. The two 4s electrons of Mn atom oc-
cupy the two empty 1g type down-spin states of the spherical
potential while the 3d spin-up(spin-down) states of Mn are
fully occupied(empty) and are five-fold degenerate, leading
to the high spin on this cluster. The exchange splitting in the
3d states is, however, significantly reduced and there could
be dramatic changes in the magnetic behavior by a change in
the structure. This is indeed seen in the hexagonal antiprism
isomer that is nearly degenerate with the binding energy
(BE) of 3.33 eV/atom and has a small magnetic moment of
1 mB due to its lower symmetry. The Ge–Ge bond lengths are
2.52 Å within each hexagon reflecting covalent bonding and
2.70 Å between hexagons. The Ge–Mn bond lengths are
2.77 and 2.79 Å. The embedding energy of the Mn atom in
this cage is 1.18 eV higher than the value for the icosahedral
cage, indicating better bonding between Ge atoms and
weaker interaction of the icosahedral Ge cage with Mn atom.
The doping of Mn in Ge12 cluster leads to improved binding
energy and therefore formation of doped clusters is favor-
able. Both the icosahedral and hexagonal isomers have large
highest occupied-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(HOMO–LUMO) gaps of 1.11 and 1.13 eV, respectively,
and should be very stable, suggesting the possibility of their
assemblies into nanotubes and other forms. The isomers
[Figs. 1(c)–1(e)] lie 0.02, 0.03, and 0.07 eV/atom higher in
energy with 1, 3, and 3mB magnetic moment, respectively,
and have significantly lower HOMO–LUMO gaps.
For the icosahedral isomer we consider stackings of pen-
tagonal rings in the antiprism structure with Mn encapsula-
tion. It leads to symmetric Ge nanotubes that are lower in
energy than the ones obtained from prismlike stackings. Sev-
eral finite nanotubes of increasing length were considered
with Mn atoms in between the pentagonal rings. These stud-
ies showed the finite nanotubes to be stable as we also ob-
tained earlier for Be3 and Fe4 atom dopings in silicon nano-
tubes. However, because of the 3d5 atomic configuration of
Mn, the d–d interaction between the Mn atoms is very
strong in small nanotubes and this leads to very short
Mn–Mn bond lengths and weak or no net magnetic moment
on these nanotubes. As the size of the nanotube grows, the
separation between the Mn atoms increases from 2.03 Å for
Ge15Mn2 finite nanotube to 2.57 Å in the infinite nanotube.
12
FIG. 2. (Color) Optimized structures of the infinite nanotubes:
(a) Pentagonal antiprism Ge20Mn4 unit cell, (b) Ge24Mn4 hexagonal
antiprism unit cell.(c) and (d) show the excess of the electronic
charge density for pentagonal Ge20Mn4 and hexagonal Ge24Mn4
infinite nanotubes, respectively. The charge is seen to be nearly
uniformly spread between the M atoms and the Ge nanotube.
FIG. 3. (Color) (a) Magnetic phase diagram for the infinite pen-
tagonal nanotube. A corresponds to the F state while B and C, to
ferrimagnetic states. B is marginally metallic while C is semicon-
ucting as shown in the corresponding band structures in(b). The
broken lines show the Fermi level.
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The short nanotubes tend to develop higher local magnetic
moments on the Mn atoms on the two ends of a finite nano-
tube as these Mn atoms have only one neighboring Mn atom,
while generally the magnetic moments on the inner Mn at-
oms are small.12 With the increase in the nanotube size the
Mn–Mn bond lengths also increase. This reduces the
Mn–Mn interaction which also gives rise to an enhancement
in the local magnetic moments on Mn atoms. There are small
induced magnetic moments on the Ge atoms also which are
generally of opposite sign than the moments on the Mn at-
oms.
For the infinite pentagonal antiprism nanotube we consid-
ered a nanotube with Ge20Mn4 unit cell [Fig. 2(a)]. Optimi-
zations led to a ferromagnetic state to be of lowest energy
with 2.40s<0dmB magnetic moments on each MnsGed
atom. The optimized lattice constant,c is 10.30 Å, with Ge–
Ge, Ge–Mn, and Mn–Mn bond lengths of 2.77, 2.68, and
2.57 Å, respectively. The equal magnetic moments on each
Mn atom reduces the effective size of the unit cell to Ge5Mn.
In order to find the equilibrium cell length calculations were
performed for cells of different lengths by allowing the at-
oms in the unit cell to relax freely. Compression of the nano-
tube along its axis led to an increase in energy and a small
decrease in the magnetic moment as shown in Fig. 3(a).
However, aroundc=10.0 Å a transition occurs to a ferrimag-
netic state in which the magnetic moment of the nanotube
decreases to an average value of 1.1mB per Mn atom with
the local moments of 2.17, 2.00, −1.81, and 2.58mB at the
equilibrium value ofc=9.9 Å. In order to further check this
magnetic state, calculations were done with initial guesses of
5,−5,5,−5mB; 5,5,−5,−5mB; 5,5,5,−5mB; and 5,5,5,5mB lo-
cal moments on Mn atoms and 0mB on Ge atoms; as well as
1 mB on all atoms. All these converge to the same spin con-
figuration. These results show that competing long-range F
and short-range AF interactions develop in the Mn doped
pentagonal antiprism nanotube due to magnetic stress on
compression. There are small induced magnetic moments
s0.05mBd of opposite spin on the corresponding neighboring
Ge atoms. The magnetic moments on Mn and Ge atoms in
this nanotube are similar to those obtained in bulk7,9 Ge
doped with dilute Mn.
Further calculations have been carried out on Ge30Mn6
and Ge40Mn8 nanotubes in the ferrimagnetic state by scaling
the cell size according to the results obtained for the ferri-
magnetic Ge20Mn4 nanotube. The lowest energy spin con-
figurations in these cases are again ferrimagnetic with the
average magnetic moments of 0.99 and 1.29mB per Mn
atom, respectively, leading to the formation of ferromagneti-
cally coupled nano-domains and patches of anti-
ferromagnetically coupled spins. The ferrimagnetic state be-
comes favorable on compression because AF pairing of spins
on some neighboring Mn atoms leads to shorter Mn–Mn
bond lengths of about 2.27 Å, while the F pairing leads to
bond lengths of about 2.5 Å similar to the values in F nano-
tubes. This leads to a reduction in the magnetic stress of the
nanotubes on compression.
The band structures of the Ge20Mn4 nanotube in different
phases are shown in Fig. 3(b). The F phase is metallic, but
the ferrimagnetic phase atc=9.9 Å is marginally metallic
with few holes in the valence band and a few electrons in the
onduction band for spin-up and spin-down states, respec-
tively. Further calculations on expanded lattice constant in
the ferrimagnetic phase show another shallow minimum(C)
in which the nanotube is semiconducting with a small band
gap and 1mB magnetic moment per Mn atom. As the GGA
underestimates the band gap, it is very likely that the true
ground state of the ferrimagnetic phase(B) is also semicon-
ducting. Compression of the nanotube beyondc=9.9 Å leads
to more metallic behavior of the ferrimagnetic nanotube in
which the local magnetic moments change, though the net
magnetic moment per cell remains nearly the same leading to
a relatively shallow region in the phase diagram.
The stacking of hexagonal rings in an antiprism structure
also leads to highly symmetric nanotubes with significantly
higher magnetic moments on the Mn atoms than for the pen-
tagonal nanotubes. As the hexagonal antiprism isomer has no
capping atom, we can consider the formation of these nano-
tubes in terms of the stacking of Ge12Mn clusters also. In-
tially there is a weak interaction between these clusters due
to the magic nature of Ge12Mn and its large HOMO–LUMO
gap. This also leads to large intercluster separation for the
dimer and makes Fs2 mBd as well as AFs0 mBd spin isomers
nearly degenerate. This is similar to the case of Mn2 which
has weak bonding13 between Mn atoms due to the half-filled
3d level and the completely occupied 4s state. But it differs
from the finite pentagonal nanotubes in which case the cap-
ping atoms of the icosahedron isomer were removed and this
makes the pentagonal rings more reactive leading to the short
Mn–Mn bond lengths. Doping of an Mn atom in between
two hexagonal clusters leads to AF coupling between the Mn
atoms and reduction in the Ge–Ge intercluster separation.14
Similar to the case of the silicon nanotube, the enhanced
interaction between the clusters due to the reduction in the
intercluster Ge–Ge bond lengths increases the local magnetic
moments on Mn atoms.14 As the length of the nanotube in-
creases, there is further shortening of the intercluster Ge-Ge
bond lengths and delocalization of electrons in the nano-
tubes. The F and AF spin-isomers generally lie close in en-
ergy for the finite nanotubes but the infinite nanotube favors
F ordering.
For the infinite hexagonal antiprism nanotube we consid-
ered a unit cell of Ge24Mn4 [Fig. 2(b)]. The converged nano-
tube is very symmetric with all Ge rings having the same
GeGe bond lengths of 2.61 Å. The Mn–Mn and Ge–Mn
bond lengths are 2.59 and 2.92 Å, respectively withc
=10.36 Å which is quite close to the value for the pentagonal
nanotube. Therefore, in this case also the unitcell is reduced
to Ge6Mn only. The local magnetic moments in the F state
are the highest among all the M doped nanotubes studied so
far with the value of 3.41mB on each Mn atom. There is a
small induced polarization of opposite spins0.05mBd on
each Ge atom leading to 3.06mB average magnetic moment
per Mn atom. For the same value ofc, the next lowest ferri-
magnetic state lies significantlys0.52 eV/celld higher in en-
rgy. This behavior remains even when the nanotube is com-
pressed suggesting that this nanotube is a good nanomagnet.
The BE of the hexagonal antiprism nanotube is about
0.01 eV/atom more than the values3.40 eV/atomd for the
pentagonal antiprism nanotube as well as higher than the
value for Mn@Ge12. The band structures of the infinite hex-
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agonal antiprism nanotubes show band crossing at the Fermi
level for the spin-up as well as spin-down components, indi-
cating metallic behavior.
The difference in the charge density, obtained by subtract-
ing the charge densities of Ge20 and Mn4 (F state) from the
self-consistent charge density of the pentagonal antiprism
Ge20Mn4 nanotube keeping the respective positions of the
atoms the same as in Ge20Mn4, and similarly for Ge24Mn4
shows[Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] that charge is accumulated nearly
uniformly between the Mn atoms and the Ge nanotube. This
is in contrast with silicon nanotubes4 for which the maximum
charge is accumulated between the M atom and the nearest
Si ring.
In summary we have shown that pentagonal and hexago-
nal antiprism nanotubes of germanium can be stabilized by
doping with Mn atoms. These are different from the silicon
nanotubes though in both the cases the infinite nanotubes are
metallic. For both the pentagonal and hexagonal nanotubes
the F state is the lowest in energy. However, for the pentago-
nal antiprism nanotubes there is a transition to a ferrimag-
netic state upon compression in which, long-range F and
short-range AF couplings become more favorable giving rise
to piezomagnetic behavior at the nanoscale of this nanotube.
The hexagonal antiprism nanotube shows a very symmetric
structure with F ordering and the highest magnetic moment
of 3.06mB per Mn atom, so far reported for this kind of
system. The next lowest energy ferrimagnetic state lies sig-
nificantly higher in energy indicating the strong stability of
the F state. These nanotubes are, therefore, interesting as
nanomagnets, nanosensors and for other magnetic applica-
tions at the nanoscale.
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